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STEFS TO BEGOiIIilG A BARTLESVILLE POLIGE OFFIGER

When police officer vacancies occur, the goal of the Bartlesville Police Departmenl is to employ

career-oriented men and women who are interested in the law enforcement profession. Police officer
applicants must be between the ages of 2l and not having reached their 46'i birthday upon hiring, possess

a high school diploma or GED equivalent certificate, and possess a valid driver's Iicense. The selection

process for Police Officers results in the development of an eligibility list which will be used when a

vacancy actually occurs. There are several steps involved in becoming a Police Officer for the City of
Bartlesville. Provided below is a brief description ofthe selection process.

lnterested indivlduals can obtain an application packet from the police department. The application packet

will include the City's standard application and the Police Department's disqualifier list. Applicants must

return the completed application along with the following documents: copy of birth certificate, copy of
drive/s license, appropriate document verifying graduation from high school or GED, signed copy ofthe
disqualifier list, college transcript (if applicable), and copy of DD Form 214 (if applicable with prior military

service).

Applicants whose completed application packets pass an initial screening process will be scheduled for a

written examination which must be passed with a minimum score of 70%. This test may include, but will not

be limited to, areas such as ability to learn and apply police information, ability to remember details,

communication skills, ability to follow directions, and the ability to use judgment and logic. This test will

account for 40% of the applicants overall cumulative score. Any applicant failing this portion of the process

will be eligible to re-apply six (5) months afterthe test date.

Applicants who successfully pass the written examination portion of the hiring process will be required to
perform a pre-determined Physical Assessment Test approved by the Chief of Police. The purpose of the

test is to ensure the applicant is in sufficient physical condition to perform the requirements of a police

officer as described in the City of Bartlesville class specifications. The Physical Assessment Test is a

PASS/FAIL exercise. Any applicant falling this portion ofthe process will be eligible to re-apply six (6) nronths

after the Physical fusessment Test date.
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Applicants who have successfully passed the written examinatlon and Physical Assessment Test will be

required to complete a Background Questionnaire which will provide the police department with extensive

background information about the applicant. Applicants will receive the questionnaire upon successful

completion of the Physical Assessment Test, and they will be required to return the completed

questionnaire at the interview.

ORAL INTERVIEW BOARD

Applicants who have successfully passed the written examination and Physical fusessment Test will be

scheduled for an oral interview before a board composed of law enforcement personnel and/or personnel

from related professions. The board's responsibility is to assess each applicant's qualifications, personal

characteristics, communication skills, and potential ability to perform as a Police Officer. An applicant must

achieve an overall average score of 70% to move forward in the selection process. This score will account

for 60% of the applicants overall cumulative score. Any applicant failing this portion of the process will be

eligible to re-apply six (6) months after the interview date.

Applicants who have successfully passed the written examination, Physical fusessment Test, and interview

will be placed on an eligibility list developed for use by the Bartlesville Police Department. At this time in the
process, applicants with prior military service who have received an honorable discharge, or a discharge

under honorable conditiont will receive two (2) additional points added to the applicanls overall

cumulative score. The applicants on the eligibility list will then be ranked by overall cumulative score.

Applications of applicants who earn a place on the eligibility list through the hiring process will be valid for
one (1) year after the applicant's written examination date.

When a police officer vacancy occurs, the Chief of Police will select from applicants in the top 50% of the

eligibility list. The application packet of the selected candidate(s) will be submitted for a background

investigation. The Bartlesville Police Department will conduct a thorough background investigation using

information contained in the questionnaire and other appropriate sources. Personal visits will be made

during the background investlgation process whenever distance allows.

The Chief will review results of the background investigations and select candidates to be contacted with a
conditional offer of employment. Actual hiring is contingent upon the applicant passing additional testing to
include, but not limited to, testing required per CLEET rules and Oklahoma Police Pension and Retirement

System rules, and additional testing as determined by the Chief of Police. The applicant will be notified of
appointment to the position of Police Officer and assigned a start date upon successful completion of all

aforementioned testing.
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Tennis shoes are recommended. Candidates taking lhe test are encouraged to wear sweat panls
and o T-shirt. To prevent sweot ponts from moving down the legs and coming oflduring the
slomach crawl component, candidates should tighlen lheir sweot-pant draw-strings to ensure a
light.lil. Shorts are not recommendedfor safety reosons (i.e., lhey do not provifu adequate
coverage of the skin which could be damaged in afall).

l) Run: A test monitorwill give the candidate verbal instructions to "GO" and the
candidate will begin the run (approximately 332 total feet).

2) Step and Slide to Left: At the conclusion ofthe run , the candidate will remain facing
forward and then step and slide sideways (shuffle) to their left into the obstacle course,
and continue stepping and sliding sideways to their left for a distance ofabout 30 feet.
Candidates should not cross their legs as they shuffle to the left to prevent tripping
themselves, and they should shufTle all the way until their foot touches the line about 30
feet away.

3) Diasonal Shuffle to Rear and Risht: A fter stepping and sliding 30 feet to their left, and
while still facing forward, candidates will step and slide backwards (rear diagonal
shuffle) to their right and behind them (at an approximately 35 degree angle) for
approximately 33 feet. They will continue to face forward while doing this. Candidates
should not cross their legs as they shuffle backwards and to the right to prevent tripping
themselves, and they should shuffle all the way until their foot touches the line about 33
feet away. Once their foot touches the line, they will turn around and face the opposite
direction before performing the next component.

4) Stc and Slide R After completing the backwards diagonaI shuffle, and aftert:
turning around so that the candidate is facing the direction opposite ofthe one they were
facing in the previous two components, the candidate will step and slide sideways
(shuffle) to their right for a distance ofabout 30 feet. Candidates should not cross their
legs as they shume to the right to prevent tripping themselves, and they should shuffle all
the way until their foot touches the line about 30 feet away.
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s) Diagonal Shuflle to Rear and Left: After stepping and sliding 30 feet to their right, and

while still facing the same direction, candidates will step and slide backwards (front
diagonal shuffle) to their left and behind them (at an approximately 35 degree angle) for
approximately 33 feet. They will continue to face the same direction while doing this.
Candidates should not cross their legs as they shuffle backwards and to the left to prevent

tripping themselves, and they should shuffle all the way until their foot touches the line
about 33 feet away. Once their foot touches the line, they move on to the next component.

6) Crawl on Stomach: After the rear diagonal shufTle, candidates will get on their stomachs and

crawl a distance olapproximately 20 feet using their elbows and forearms only, and with
their legs bent so that their feet are up in the air. Candidates will crawl with their elbows and

forearms, and without the use oftheir legs (simulating legs that are not functioning), until
they are able to touch the floor with their hand just beyond the line. After crawling for about

20 feet, candidates will get up safely and proceed to the next event. Candidates should take

care to get up safely, orient themselves and then proceed to the next component.

7) Bear Crawl: Candidates will get down on their hands and feet only with their hands behind

the line, and then crawl a distance of approximately 20 feet using their hands and feet only.

Candidates must re-attempt this component while the time is running if their knees, elbows,

or other parts oftheir body touch the floor during the component. Candidates must bear crawl

the distance of20 feet all the way until both oftheir feet are across the Iine. After bear

crawling for about 20 feet, candidates will get up safely and proceed to the next event.

Candidates should take care to get up safely, orient themselves and then proceed to the next

component.

8) Obstacle Dodge: The candidate will maneuver. in a zig-zag manner, around obstacles (which

are traffic cones positioned on the ground)

e) Weisht Dras (a imatel v 95 lbs): The candidate will drag a weight completely past a line

20 feet away. Timing ofthe test stops when the entire weight passes over the line.

Candidates must successfully comnlete all components in 2 minutes and 22 seconds or less
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